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Abstract—How protein molecules pack into a crystal remains problematic. Packing units are direct materials for packing into
crystals. The group generator method is introduced for automatically identifying the packing unit. By introducing deviations
into the nucleation stage of crystallization, we proved that these deviations diminish in further packing. This process illus
trates how translation symmetries are achieved by the growing of nuclei. Two effects, the size effect and the close up effect,
are found to behave differently in this process.
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The structural characterization of protein–protein
interfaces has been studied by many authors [115]. They
have used many properties, including hydrophobicity,
shape analysis, residue preferences, and number of
hydrogen bonds, to characterize a protein–protein inter
face.
In these works, many efforts were made with regard
to discriminating between crystal and true oligomeric
contacts. Crystal oligomers refer in particular to those
oligomeric contacts that can exist only in a crystal but not
under physiological condition, such as dimers in the
porcine adenylate kinase rhombohedral crystal [16]. In
this dimer, the active sites of two monomers are crossed
and locked in the interface, and they would not have
enzyme activity if they existed in physiological solutions.
We suggest, and other research groups also put for
ward the same point of view [4], that crystal and true
oligomer have a common feature that both of them can
exist in advance in precrystallization solutions. Results
from solution experiments provide powerful support for
this argument. The abovementioned dimer in porcine
adenylate kinase rhombohedral crystal can be induced by
high salt condition, although it cannot exist in physiolog
ical solution. Dimer of pancreatic ribonuclease was sup
posed to be an intermediate of crystallization in high salt
condition [3], and this supposition was verified by subse
* To whom correspondence should be addressed.

quent experimental spectral data [17]. Dynamic light
scattering proved that canavalin formed trimers before
crystallization [18]. Introduction of the disulfide cross
links was used to obtain crystals in a different space group
of a T4 lysozyme mutant that could not be crystallized
previously [19]. The results suggest that the formation of
the lysozyme dimer is a critical intermediate in the for
mation of more than one crystal form.
A schematic picture can be given to packing, or to a
crystallization pathway: polypeptide chains aggregate in
precrystallization solutions and then assemblies pack
into crystals. To stress the feature with respect to crystal
packing, in this work we call assemblies in precrystalliza
tion solution as packing units. The interactions between
packing units, not within them, are the major forces lead
ing to crystal packing.
Locally preferred interactions between two packing
units often have slight deviations from that in the final
crystal. Only when frustration is successfully avoided, the
crystal grows [20]. But, even in the simplest model system
such as an equalsize hard sphere system, frustration
exists, let alone in systems of protein molecules, which
are much more complex both geometrically and physico
chemically. How are the frustrations avoided and which
factors influence the longrange order dominating over
the local preferred packing? By introducing deviations
into the nucleation stage of crystal packing, we proved
that these deviations diminish in further packing. This
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process illustrates how translation symmetries are
achieved by the growing of nuclei. Two effects, the size
effect and the close up effect, are found to behave differ
ently in this process.

GROUP GENERATOR METHOD
Our goal is to identify the cluster in which all chains
contact with each other more closely than with the rest in
the crystal. We defined the cluster as the packing unit of
this crystal. There are essentially two keys in recognizing
it. The first is how to evaluate the extent of contact. To do
this, the size of the solvent accessible surface area (ASA)
[21] buried in the interaction has been commonly used.
The ASA describes the extent to which a protein can form
contacts with water. Contact area of two molecules is the
area of the protein surface that becomes buried in con
tacts between molecules, evaluated as the sum of the sol
vent accessible surface area of two partners minus that of
the pair. ASA of a molecule was calculated by the SUR
FACE program (CCP4) (UK).
The second key is concerned with the algorithm.
Before we continue to explain this problem, we make an
insight into the various way that protein molecules associ
ate together. According to interface type in the final
assembly, assemblies are divided into two kinds: A type
and B type. In A type assemblies, any one of the interfaces
is generated by two monomers. In other words, all inter
faces are monomer–monomer interface. B type assem
blies can be seen as complex A type, in which monomers
are substituted by a cluster of chains. That is to say, inter
faces in B type assemblies are generated not only by
monomer–monomer interaction, but also by cluster−
cluster interaction. In addition, assemblies can be divided
into a type and b type according to the way of topological
binding. In a type assemblies, contents of the asymmetric
unit (ASU) are in contact with all other symmetry related
members of the final assembly, otherwise we call them b
type. The right half of Fig. 1 shows schematic diagrams of
the assembly structures in the left half. Small circles rep
resent monomers, while clusters are represented by large
ellipses. We do not show A type assemblies in this figure.
But the contents in each cluster can be seen as simple A
type oligomer. From top to bottom, the insulin R6 hexa
mer is a Ba type assembly constituted by three Aa type
dimers; the hepatitis virus δ antigen decamer is Bb type
and also is constituted by four Aa type dimers; the pepti
dase dodecamer is Ba type constituted by two Ab type
hexamers.
Henrick et al. [22] used the progressive addition
method to find potential quaternary assemblies in a crys
tal. Chain selection to the assembly is based on the num
ber of interchain contacts found and the number of
residues in each chain. As the authors said themselves,
this method was recursive in detecting quaternary struc
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 69 No. 7 2004

Fig. 1. Examples of packing units with complex binding diagrams.
From top to bottom: the insulin R6 hexamer [26, 27], hepatitis
virus δ antigen [28], and a peptidase, respectively [29]. The ellip
soids are used to show the insulin Bchain helices in insulin R6
hexamer. Rasmol [30] and Molscript [31] were used to plot the
other two oligomers.

tures of b type assemblies. In addition, because this
method did not consider the interactions between clus
ters, it was not so efficient for finding B type assemblies
when only a small interface existed between monomers.
In the present work, we introduce the group genera
tor method to discriminate the packing unit from the
crystal. The strategy of this method is to find a packing
unit generating group (PUGG). Like the space group can
produce all the coordinates in the crystal when acting on
ASU, PUGG produces the coordinates of a packing unit
when acting on ASU.
We take the ASU containing a monomeric chain or
an oligomer as an example. Collect those symmetry oper
ations that can produce all the direct contact neighbors of
the ASU into a set of P. Then the PUGG is generated
from P by taking in all possible products of operations in
P. We can prove that PUGG contains only and all opera
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tions that can generate all symmetry ASUs in the final
packing unit (proof omitted).
Obviously, the group generator method avoids recur
sive calculation in finding b type assemblies. In addition,
a cluster can be seen as a new single chain to begin a new
cycle calculation in identifying B type assemblies.

TWO EFFECTS IN CRYSTAL PACKING
The most powerful function of the packing unit is
that contacts in crystal can easily be divided into two
parts, those inside the packing unit and those between.
Interactions inside the packing unit happen in the stage of
precrystallization solution, while crystal packing is
mainly governed by interactions between packing units.
In the following, we begin with packing units of two typi
cal crystals to analyze two effects that can weaken or
eliminate frustrations in the nucleation stage.
Size effect. Frustrations in the very early stage of
packing can gradually be corrected with the enlargement
of the system size. Take the pig insulin crystal (PDB ID
4INS) [23] as an example. Use contact area as a criterion
to evaluate the strength of contacts. Hexamers are identi

fied as packing units from the crystal. These hexamers are
connected along their 3fold symmetry axis, with a con
tact area of 1763 Å2 (interface A shown in Fig. 2). Other
contacts between hexamers are produced by primitive
translations (in the R lattice), and each produce 640 Å2
contact area (interface B). It is most probable that hexa
mers pack along their 3fold axis first, since interface A is
much larger. Further packing of these lineaggregates in a
crystal requires that no rotation exists inside the line, to
ensure each hexamer can contact with other hexamers
from neighboring lineaggregates with the same confor
mation.
Suppose there is a preferred relative rotation, ϕ,
when two hexamers aggregate along their 3fold axis. The
binding potential of interface A, FA, varies with the rela
tive rotation angle ϕ:
FA = F A0 – kA(ϕ − ϕ0)2/2,

where kA is the elastic constant of interface A and F A0 is
the strength of the locally preferred binding at interface A
(when ϕ = ϕ0). The nonzero value of ϕ will introduce a
missmatch ψ on each interface B when two lineaggre
gations pack together. The binding potential of interface
B, FB, varies with angle ψ:
FB = F B0 – kBψ2/2,

(2)

where kB is the elastic constant of interface B and F B0 is
the strength of the locally preferred binding at interface B.
For two lineaggregates each with n hexamers, there
are 2(n – 1) interfaces of A and n interfaces of B. The
missmatch ψ can be list as ϕ, ±3ϕ, ±5ϕ, …, ±(2m – 1)ϕ,
for n = 2m, or 0ϕ, ±2ϕ, ±4ϕ, …, ±2mϕ, for n = 2m + 1
(Fig. 2). Therefore, the total packing strength F can be
expressed as:

4ϕ
3ϕ
2ϕ
ϕ

F = 2(n – 1)F A0 – (n – 1)kA(ϕ − ϕ0)2 +

B

+ nF B0 – n(n2 – 1)kBϕ2/6.

−ϕ

(1)

(3)

A
−2ϕ

To get this result formulas on sums of square integers
have been used. Under equilibrium, F/ϕ = 0, which leads
to the equilibrium value of ϕe as:

−3ϕ
−4ϕ

Fig. 2. Packing of two lineaggregates of insulin hexamer with
even (left) or odd (right) number of hexamers. The two line
aggregates are parallel to, one below and another above, the
paper. The heavy lines denote the centers of contact site B on
the two lineaggregates (one solid and another dashed).

ϕe = ϕ0/(1 + ξ),

(4)

ξ = n(n + 1)(kB/kA)/6.

(5)

with

As the number n increases, ϕ decreases to zero with
the rate of 1/n2. That means that deviations in the very
early stage of crystal packing are gradually corrected with
extending of the lineaggregates. When ϕ is below the
thermodynamic uncertainty, the packing between the two
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 69 No. 7 2004
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lineaggregates becomes the same as that in the final crys
tal. This model reflects the size effect in avoiding devia
tions.
Close up effect. The bungarotoxin crystal (PDB ID
1KBA) [24] represents another model of avoiding devia
tions. We identified a dodecamer as this crystal’s packing
unit. The binding diagram is cyclic and the dodecamer
has symmetry of 6fold rotation axis. In the shape of a
hexagon, each dodecamer has six contact sites with other
dodecamers, with a contact area of 2335 Å2 much larger
than the contact areas of about 140 Å2 produced by pack
ing along the 6fold axis. This leads to planeaggregates in
a hexagonal lattice in twodimensional space.
The contact sites between the dodecamers are at
their six edges. Suppose the most preferred conformation
for binding of two dodecamers is not necessarily in a
plane. The two planes of the two dodecamers may make
an angle δ0. But, this angle δ0 must be sufficiently small.
Otherwise, the system may pack into a polyhedron. Now,
suppose that in the most preferred conformation with an
angle δ0 the binding strength of the two dodecamers is F 0
and in plane conformation the strength is F = F 0 − kδ02/2,
with k as the corresponding elastic constant. Then, for a
system consisting of three dodecamers, there can only
form two contacts with total strength 2F 0 if all of them are
in the most preferred conformation, while they can form
three contacts with total strength 3(F 0 − kδ02/2) if three
dodecamers are in the same plane. Therefore the condi
tion for the plane conformation to be selected is:
F 0 > 3kδ02/2.

(6)

More generally, we consider the case of “closed
shells”: one central dodecamer surrounded by six dode
camers in the first shell, 12 dodecamers in the second
shell, etc. (Fig. 3). If there are n shells around a central
dodecamer, then altogether there are 3n(n + 1) + 1 dode
camers. In plane conformation 9n2 + 3n contacts can
form, while at most 3n(n + 1) contacts can exist in the
locally preferred conformation. Therefore, the condition
for the system to select the plane conformation is:
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Fig. 3. Two planeaggregates, respectively in solid and dashed
lines, pack one above the other. Only the center hexagon and
those in the first “closed shell” are shown. The mismatch t
caused by a relative rotation ϕ tends to cumulate if more shells
exist.

with the decreasing of ξ. That means the aggregate is
increasingly easier to be in a plane with the enlargement
of the system. The decrease in ξ is due to the reduction of
average free binding sites at the edge of the aggregate, i.e.,
a kind of “surface effect” in 2dimensions. But ξ in con
dition (8) approaches a finite value, which means that the
system always needs to make selection on being in plane
or out of plane. If the system selected the out of plane
aggregation and failed to form a closed form with all the
binding sites being satisfied, then it would most probably
precipitate.

DISCUSSION
F 0 > ξkδ02/2,

(7)

with
ξ = (3n + 1)/2n.

(8)

When n is very large, ξ → 1.5.
When all dodecamers locate in the same plane, there
are not cleavages between hexagon edges. This is the close
up effect. The close up effect makes the system either in a
plane, or not, by condition (7). The elementary unit for
the close up effect in this example is three dodecamers
bound through three contacts. When more dodecamers
join the aggregation, the condition (7) becomes weaker
BIOCHEMISTRY (Moscow) Vol. 69 No. 7 2004

We have managed to analyze how proteins pack into
crystals. Our efforts are focused on answering the ques
tion of how the locally preferred protein–protein interac
tions, which are usually not prepared for crystallization
by evolution, lead to longrange order.
Based on current solution experimental evidence, we
suggest that there are preexisting assemblies in a pre
crystallization solution. These assemblies are direct mate
rials for further packing into crystal.
Packing units in crystals are potential quaternary
structure of protein. They are related to, but not neces
sarily identical to true protein oligomers or assemblies
investigated in solution or in vivo. The differences lie not
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only in the degrees of oligomerization but also on the
conditions for their survival. We do not focus on discrim
inating true oligomerization states from packing units in
this work. Instead, we pay more attention to the fact that
they are direct materials to pack into crystals. Contacts
responsible for crystal packing can be extracted and ana
lyzed separately.
The group generator method is especially developed
to identify the packing unit from the crystal. The basis of
this method is to find the packing unit generating group,
which is a subgroup of the space group. The packing unit
generating group contains all and only symmetry opera
tions that can generate those symmetries of ASUs in the
final assemblies when acting on the ASU. The group gen
erator method has advantages in automatic searching for
packing units of a large number of crystals. It overcomes
recursive calculation and is more efficient in finding
oligomers with a complex topological structure.
It is natural to suppose that, at the very early stage of
packing, e.g., in the nucleation process, there are devia
tions in the preferred interface from that in final crystal
and these preferred interactions lead to aggregates in
lowerdimensional space. Therefore, these lowdimen
sional aggregates, if kept unchanged, could not pack into
crystals. Only when further packing successfully corrects
the low dimensional packing into that suitable for crystal
lization, the frustration can be avoided. This analysis fol
lows that of Pauling [25] on proteins. He suggested that
proteins developed two complementary regions when the
solution condition was changed. If the two regions led to
helical aggregates, in general, they would not involve a
rational number of monomers per turn and would accord
ingly not be well suited to the formation of crystals.
Interactions between these helical aggregates might
deform the helices slightly into configurations with a
rational number of molecules per turn, resulting in the
formation of crystals. When different interfaces with var
ious strengths, and accordingly various privileges, intend
to repeat themselves, the geometry of the threedimen
sional space makes restrictions on their repeatability.
By introducing deviations from the crystal packing in
the lower stage aggregates, and analyzing how these devi
ations vanish while the packing proceeds further, two
effects were revealed to behave differently at the early
time of crystallization. First, the size effect tells us that, as
the size of the system increases, the frustration, i.e., the
difference between the most preferred local conformation
and the local conformation existing in the final crystal,
diminishes. The frustration decreases with the rate of
1/n2, where n is the size of the system counted by number
of molecules. When packing proceeds from onedimen
sion or twodimension to higher dimensional space, the
size effect helps to overcome frustrations. Size effect also
acts in the second example. Planeaggregates will pack up
parallel in the next stage. We also can prove that slight
rotation between two neighbor layers can be weakened

with the enlargement of the system (Fig. 3, proof omit
ted). This effect decreases the frustration gradually, and
formally, never makes it zero. When the frustration is
decreased below thermodynamic uncertainty, a kind of
order–disorder transition is expected to happen.
When a molecule has more than two binding sites, as
in the case of the hexagonal dodecamers in the second
example, the close up effect can happen at each of the
binding sites and bring the packing into twodimensional
space by forming planeaggregates. The system has to
select to either be symmetric (in plane) or be asymmetric
(out of plane). Although the condition for an aggregate in
a plane is increasingly easier to be satisfied with the
increase in the size of the system, the system cannot avoid
making such a selection.
Compare the two effects. The size effect is like a
tuneup switch. It minimizes the errors but never elimi
nates them completely. The close up effect is like an on
off switch. It ensures the crystal being in noerror status
increasingly easier, but with possible stop in any time.
This work is supported by the National Natural
Science Foundation of China (grant No. 30080004).
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